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Agenda
• Strategic Context
• Innovation and Open Architectures

• Unmanned Systems
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Strategic Trends and
Operational Environment
• Pressure for reductions in federal budgets
•

will continue to increase; therefore, DoD cannot afford to
acquire capabilities exceeding military needs.

• Operational issues will be more complex
•
•
•
•

Need to support multiple mission needs
A2/AD
Violent Extremism
Territorial Disputes

• U.S. military forces will be rebalanced.
•

Rising importance of Asia/Pacific

• Unmanned technologies
•

will continue to improve in many different capability areas.

• Enemy unmanned systems
•

will complicate air, ground, and maritime operations

• Cyber domain
•

will be a conflict environment as readily as land, sea, or air
and space.

Adaptable, Expeditionary Forces To Meet An Unknown Future
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Unmanned Systems Roadmap
A number of factors will influence unmanned program
development in the future.
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1.

Combat operations in Southwest Asia have demonstrated the
military utility of unmanned systems… However, the systems
and technologies must be further expanded and appropriately
integrated into programs of record (POR) to achieve the levels of
effectiveness, efficiency, affordability, commonality,
interoperability, integration, to meet future operational
requirements.

2.

Downward economic forces will continue to constrain Military
Department budgets for the foreseeable future. Achieving
affordable and cost-effective technical solutions is imperative in
this fiscally constrained environment.

3.

The changing national security environment poses unique
challenges. A strategic shift in national security to the AsiaPacific Theater presents different operational considerations
based on environment and potential adversary capabilities that
may require unmanned systems to operate in anti-access/area
denial (A2/AD) areas where freedom to operate is contested.
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FY16 DoD Budget Request

Rebalancing for a broad spectrum of conflict.
Future conflicts could range from hybrid contingencies against non-state actors to high-end conflicts
against states armed with weapons of mass destruction and/or advanced anti-access and area-denial
capabilities. To address this diverse range of challenges, the U.S. military will broaden its capabilities
to the full spectrum of possible operations. While preserving hard-won expertise in counterinsurgency
and stability operations, the Joint Force must also be prepared to battle sophisticated adversaries
employing advanced warfighting capabilities, to include space and cyber capabilities. The Department
will sustain robust investments in science, technology, research, and development in areas most
critical to meeting future challenges or where there is greatest potential for game-changing advances.
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Continued Uncertainty…

“The geopolitical developments of the last year have only reinforced
the need to resource the Department of Defense (DoD) at the
President’s budget level rather than the current law…
With continuing fiscal and strategic uncertainty, this FY 2016 budget
request reflects the Department’s attempt to fashion a coherent
defense program with the proper balance between capacity,
capabilities, and current and future readiness…
This can only be achieved by the package of balanced reforms and
initiatives that the Department is presenting to Congress and will
require Congress partnering with DoD to make politically difficult
choices. Most importantly, the specter of sequestration needs to be
eliminated. The QDR strategy cannot be executed at sequesterlevels of funding.”
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Dept of the Navy PB 16

Extreme pressure on investment accounts
for ground forces
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Innovation
We will identify a third offset
strategy that puts the
competitive advantage
firmly in the hands of
American power projection
over the coming decades.
We must accelerate innovation
throughout the Department…

Defense Innovation Initiative
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The DON must provide emerging
operational capabilities a clear
and expedient path to the fleet.
We must reduce barriers and
promote a culture willing to
accept new concepts such as
adaptive force packages,
unmanned/autonomous
systems, non-lethal weapons,
directed energy, and additive
manufacturing.

Task Force Innovation
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Better Buying Power
Given today’s highly constrained fiscal environment, DoD
(must) look at areas where efficiencies can be gained to
create unmanned systems that are both effective and
affordable. DoD will look at capitalizing on commonality,
standardization, and joint acquisition strategies, among
other strategies. Unmanned systems must become more
efficient in addressing capability gaps, including increases
in interoperability, autonomy, modularity, effectiveness, and
teaming with manned systems.
“As more and more unmanned systems are fielded, open
architectures, nonproprietary interfaces, government
owned data rights, and standard IOPs will be required to
further enable a broader net-centric environment that is
truly interoperable, open, and scalable.”

BBP 3.0: Use Modular Open Systems Architecture to
stimulate innovation
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Naval Cooperative Strategy
In Designing our future force, we will:
•

Prioritize affordability in every aspect of our
acquisition process by controlling costs
throughout the system lifecycle. For example,
we will expand Open Systems Architecture
initiatives to improve the use of intellectual
property and increase competition. This will
drive down total ownership costs, improve
warfighting capability, and lead to sustainable
future programs.

•

Collaborate with our industry partners to
design interoperable and adaptable platforms
that can rapidly plug in new sensor,
information, logistic, and weapon payloads.
Modularity will define our future force.

•

Plan and balance acquisitions and
maintenance strategies to ensure the viability
of the industrial base.
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Naval Open Systems Architecture
End State: “Affordable, open platforms
easily accommodate open modules”

ASN RDA requires all programs that
purport to use OA/OSA to record
actions taken
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“The essence of Open Systems
Architecture (OSA) is organized
decomposition, using carefully
defined execution boundaries,
layered onto a framework of
software and hardware shared
services and a vibrant business
model that facilitates
competition.”

IP Strategy
is the
enabler of
open
architectures
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Why Unmanned ?
Unmanned systems provide persistence, versatility,
survivability, and reduced risk to human life, and in
many cases are the preferred alternatives especially
for missions that are characterized as dull, dirty, or
dangerous.
• Dull missions are ideal for unmanned systems because
they involve long-duration undertakings with mundane
tasks that are ill suited for manned systems.
• Dirty missions have the potential to unnecessarily expose
personnel to hazardous conditions. A primary example is
chemical, biological, and nuclear detection missions.
Unmanned systems can perform these dirty missions with
less risk exposure to the operators.
• Dangerous missions involve high risk. With advances in
capabilities in performance and automation, unmanned
systems will reduce the risk exposure to personnel by
increasingly fulfilling capabilities that are inherently
dangerous.
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Evolution of EOD Robots
90’s

70’s
•

–

•

•
•

Emerging EOD
interest
UK Experience

Immature technology
and limited
commercial
experience

•

Growing acceptance
Requirements growth /
affordability and
technology readiness
Remote Ordnance
Neutralization System
(RONs)
–

80’s
•
•

•

Initial DoD investments
Joint Robotics Program
established
JS EOD
–
–

•
•

•

Life cycle support concepts mature

•

Demonstrations and experimentation

00’s
•

Remote EOD Tool (RCT)
260 deployed

Modified COTS Acq Strategy
–

Industry maturing, “Robot
Rodeo”

•
•

Configuration management
NDIA Robotics
7 April 2015

Inventory grows to over 500
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Full acceptance of
capability
OIF/OEF thousands
fielded
Small robotics programs
initiated
OCO to base…
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Advanced EOD Robotic System
(AEODRS)
• Provides Joint Forces with an EOD
capability to respond to Unexploded
Ordnance (UXO), Counter Improvised
Explosive Device (C-IED), and Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD) missions
–
–

Comprised of three system variants fielded in an
incremental approach
All systems use a Government-owned common
system architecture & interfaces
MOBILITY
CM

• Systems comprised of components
capable of being developed by
independent entities through a competitive
procurement process
–
–
–

Modular/Plug and Play components
Effort to maximize business competition
Foster new and innovative ideas
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SENSORS
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COMMUNICATIONS
LINK

END-EFFECTOR
CM

MASTER
CM

AUTONOMOUS BEHAVIORS
CM

POWER
SYSTEM
CM

(CM = Capability Module)
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AEODRS Increment 1, 2, & 3
Conceptual Views
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Cross Domain UMS Portfolio

• UMS extend warfighter reach, provide access to sensitive and
hazardous environments.
• Across all domains….
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DoN Unmanned Portfolio
•

The DoN has investments in
unmanned capability throughout the
acquisition lifecycle
•

From basic research through operations
and support.

Program Name

Description

Type

Acq Desig Organization

Remote Minehunting System

UUV

ACAT ID

PMS 403

Large Diplacement UUV

UUV

ACAT II

PMS 406

Knifefish

UUV

ACAT III

PMS406

PEO LCS

Unmanned Influence Sweep
System (UISS)
Program Name

USV
Description

Mine Hunting USV (MHU)

•

This investment covers multiple
operating domains, i.e.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs)
Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs)
Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs)
Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs)
Supporting C4I, PED, HSI, etc…

350+ initiatives are being executed in
the DoN
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ACAT III
Type

PMS406
Acq Desig Organization

USV

NA

UUV

UAV
NA

ACAT IVM PMA-208
PMS406

UAV

NA

PMA-208

BQM-74E Subsonic Target

UAV

NA

PMA-208

GQM-163A Supersonic Sea
Skimming Target

UAV

ACAT IVM PMA-208

UAV

ACAT IVM PMA-208

Persistent Littoral
Undersea
BQM-177
Subsonic Aerial Target
Surveillance (PLUS)
BQM-34 Subscale Subsonic
Target

GQM-173 Multi-Stage Supersonic
Target

Program Name
Improved Tactical Air Launched
Decoy

Description

PMS406

Type

Acq Desig Organization

UAV
NA
PMA-208
ONR
Large Diameter UUV (LDUUV)
The Large Diameter UUV INP program is developing
INP
advanced power, reliability, and autonomy for two
Moving Land Targets
OTHR
PMA-208
types of prototype vehicles: a ship/pier-to-pier
vehicle AAP
with an endurance of up to 60 day, and a submarine
compatible system able to be deployed from a dry
deck shelter. Vehicles will transition to PMS 406.
UUV SUP NA
Large Displacement UUV Vehicle This INP Energy Technology Program will
(LDUUV) INP Energy Technology demonstrate TRL 6 scalable air independent
technologies for a 48" x 48" cross section UUV via
integrated full-scale land-based testing in a 120 inch
long UUV energy section demonstrating upwards of
1,800 kWh (up to 70 days objective mission profile),
several start/stop cycles and refuelability without
disassembly from the vehicle. To date a 46 day
continuous TRL-4 test with 827 kWh of energy has
been demonstrated.
UUV SUP NA
Autonomous Aerial Cargo/Utility AACUS is a sensor suite and software package that is
System (AACUS) Innovative Naval designed to enable any full-size, unmanned, rotaryPrototype
wing aircraft to autonomously perform takeoff, en route
navigation, approach and landing to an unprepared
landing zone. AACUS is supervised by any Marine, with
minimal training, using a tablet based device.
UAV SUP NA
Forward Deployed Energy and
FDECO is a forward deployed (expeditionary) outpost
Communications Outpost providing energy replenishment and distributed
Innovative Naval Prototype
network communication options to disadvantaged
(FDECO - INP)
undersea platforms and sensor systems.
UUV SUP NA

Unclassified

ONR 32

ONR 33

ONR 35

ONR 32
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Expeditionary UUV Systems
for MCM and Homeland Defense
•

Affordable
•

Inadvertent loss is not mission
catastrophic
“Good enough early ” with future
improvement design strategy

•

•

•

Open architecture

Rapidly deployable worldwide
•

Platform “agnostic” launch/recovery
•
•
•

•

Remote site supportable
•
•
•

•

Combat rubber raiding craft (CRRC)
Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat (RHIB)
Pier side/craft of opportunity employment
tactics
Onboard repair parts kits;
Reach-back repair/replacement logistics
(e.g. spares, FEDEX)
Multi-UUV system configuration

Minefield Suitable
•
•

Characterize influence signatures for
minefield use
Tactics/techniques and procedures (TTP)

Interoperable and adaptable platforms that can rapidly plug in new
sensor, information, logistic, and weapon payloads.
NDIA Robotics
7 April 2015
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DoN S&T Initiatives
•

Automated systems
can function with little
human operator
involvement; however, the
system performance is
limited to the specific actions
it has been designed to do.

•

Autonomous systems
have a set of intelligencebased capabilities that allow
them to respond to situations
that were not preprogrammed or anticipated
prior to system deployment.

Human/Unmanned
Systems Collaboration

Novel Platforms and
Integration

Perception and Intelligent
Decision Making

Scalable and Robust
Distributed Collaboration

Intelligence Enablers and
Architectures

The Department will sustain robust investments in science, technology, research, and development in areas
most critical to meeting future challenges or where there is greatest potential for game-changing advances.
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Summary
• Budget pressures, challenging strategic and
operational environment, and lessons learned
from recent conflicts driving the need for
advanced robotic solutions to meet evolving
threats
• Navy committed to developing and fielding
unmanned ground systems for the JS EOD
community
– Users, doctrine and CONOPS fully supportive

• Solutions must be affordable and interoperable
– Joint service and multi-community collaboration
on requirements, technology and programs

• Industry a full partner
Facilitating Successful Acquisition and Operational Outcomes
NDIA Robotics
7 April 2015
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Discussion…
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